Heterogeneity of biological samples is usually considered a major obstacle for three-dimensional (3D) structure determination of macromolecular complexes. Heterogeneity may occur at the level of composition or conformational variability of complexes and affects most 3D structure determination methods that rely on signal averaging. Here, an approach is described that allows sorting structural states based on a 3D statistical approach, the 3D sampling and classification (3D-SC) of 3D structures derived from single particles imaged by cryo electron microscopy (cryo-EM). The method is based on jackknifing & bootstrapping of 3D sub-ensembles and 3D multivariate statistical analysis followed by 3D classification. The robustness of the statistical sorting procedure is corroborated using model data from an RNA polymerase structure and experimental data from a ribosome complex. It allows resolving multiple states within heterogeneous complexes that thus become amendable for a structural analysis despite of their highly flexible nature. The method has important implications for high-resolution structural studies and allows describing structure ensembles to provide insights into the dynamics of multi-component macromolecular assemblies.
Introduction
Most structural biology methods such as crystallography, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), small-angle X-ray or neutron diffraction (SAXS, SANS) and cryo electron microscopy (cryo-EM) rely on signal averaging. For example, X-ray diffraction results from the in-phase contribution of each molecule packed in a regular array, but structural variability of the molecules in the crystal will lead either to local disorder (multiple side-chain conformations, disordered loops or even domains in protein or single-stranded RNA/DNA) or in the worst case, will prevent crystallisation at all; on the other hand, crystallisation may also select only one state out of many functional states present in solution. Similarly, molecules in solution will contribute constructively to small-angle diffraction in SAXS/SANS or to unique chemical shifts in NMR experiments only if they are all in the same structural state. Multiple structures in SAXS data may make the ab initio shape determination of the molecule difficult; e.g. in the case of size variability, the larger molecules will dominate the SAXS data (see for example [1] [2]). Cryo-EM and 3D reconstruction of single molecules (e.g. [3] [4] ) are also based on the assumption that all molecules to be averaged are identical. However, in many cases this assumption is only very approximate, thus limiting the resolution of 3D reconstructions to the common core features of the slightly different molecules. Heterogeneity is caused by particle populations that display structural variability, for example, at the level of composition or of conformational states: 1) a protein factor bound to a molecular machinery such as the ribosome or the RNA polymerase may have a sub-stoichiometric occupancy (and hence be hardly visible in experimental maps); or 2) a complex may adopt different conformational states, even with a full occupancy of all components. Structural variability between molecules may thus make correct map interpretation difficult or impossible due to ill-defined maps, or at least limit the obtainable resolution of the cryo-EM map.
The problem of sample heterogeneity can in principle be overcome by accounting for discrete sub-states through sorting of individual sub-populations. The visualization of distinct structural states within a biological sample requires the ability to separate the states present in the experimental data, based on some objective criterion or measured value, and to quantify the percentage of each state within the biological sample. The most convenient way will be to sort states based on their 3D variance, but this will require experimentally recorded 3D structures (e.g. by cryo electron tomography, but usually not possible for individual 2D projections) or possibly individual 3D states determined from different biochemically highly homogeneous and well-defined functional states. The difficulty of handling heterogeneous single particle cryo-EM data comes from the fact that the structure needs to be reconstructed from 2D images (transmission electron microscopy provides 2D projection images of the 3D object) rather than observing directly 3D objects. It therefore makes it difficult to link the structural state enclosed in a projection with that of a structure reconstructed from several hundred, thousands or hundred thousands of 2D images that may differ in their structural (and functional) state. Moreover, the relatively weak signal to noise ratio (SNR) of single particle images imposes some degree of averaging in order to enhance the signal, but this requirement stands in contradiction with the potential risk that the particle images may not describe a unique 3D object. Averaging occurs during image processing of single particle cryo-EM data at the level of 1) formation of class averages; 2) 3D reconstruction. Class averages 1) describe similar angular views of the projected object and are formed by merging and summing similar images into a single image according to their lowest intra-class variance by treating the data with classical two-dimensional multivariate statistical analysis, 2D MSA, and hierarchical ascendant classification [5] - [9] . The other step of image processing that involves averaging is the 3D reconstruction; 2) using back-projection algorithms [10] - [12] . The 3D reconstruction from single particle views assumes the same structure visualised in different (ideally random) orientations. Although preferential (non-evenly distributed) molecular views can be down-weighted to some extend by weighted back-projection algorithms [10] [11] [13] , the problem of particle variability can be difficult to address [14] . Attempts have been made in the past to address this by using different approaches: 1) reference-based techniques resembling the method of molecular replacement in X-ray crystallography (structure determination by using a related, known structure as starting model; [15] ); and 2) methods based on statistical analysis. In the first case, usually two known 3D structures are used as external references (templates) to sort particle images according to the best correlation with re-projections of each 3D structure (e.g. ref. [16] , also termed "supervised classification" even though the method is template-based and not MSA-based); such multi-reference refinements can be significantly improved using a maximum-likelihood (ML) approach [17] - [19] ) as illustrated by recent high-resolution structures [20] - [22] . Reference-based methods require independently determined structures (less though for maximum-likelihood methods), and they are intrinsically prone to be in some way biased against the starting structure models, which may in fact be different from the actual structures in the sample.
Alternative particle sorting methods that do not require a set of distinct starting references have been developed that either rely on direct 3D reconstructions from tilted single molecules [23] , perform unsupervised classification (using MSA and K-means clustering [24] ; or graph cutting and common line methods [25] [26] , or stochastic climbing [27] [28] , or covariance analysis [29] , or ML-derived variance maps [30] or merely make use of the statistical fluctuations of intensities that are often visible in restricted areas of 2D particle images. Indeed, large conformational or structural changes can be detected and localized quite easily within a set of class averages that describe similar angular views (e.g. first line in Figure S1 ). An approach has been described that consists of 2D MSA of selected, variable sub-regions of the molecular images (referred to as "local MSA" [31] or as "focused classification" [32] ) using a re-projected mask for MSA ( [31] ; see Figure S1 ) or for cross-validation [32] . The application of local rather than only global MSA allows putting the attention of the analysis on the variable regions and thereby improves the classification quality, i.e. separates the issues of orientational and conformational classification. Using a small mask placed on the region of interest helps sorting particles with similar viewing angles, and thus the variability becomes even more apparent because different particle states get less mixed within a given class average. The efficiency comes from the fact that two successive classifications are performed: 1) the global MSA for classification according to particle orientations (i.e. classical class averages); 2) the local MSA for classification according to particle variability. It consists in a reclassification that allows distinguishing orientational and conformational classes [31] [33] (referred to as "double-MSA" by [34] [35]; global MSA can also be followed by K-means clustering [24] ). Class averages describing similar molecular views are assigned to two (or more) different data sets ( Figure S1(b) ), and the set assignments are cross-validated by calculating the correlation coefficient between re-projections of the two structures obtained and the input images of the corresponding sets [31] [32] . Such analysis also provides direct evidence of inter-correlated movements inside the structure (Figure S1(a) ). Local 2D MSA and related approaches have for example allowed separating particles of slightly different size [33] , composition [36] [37] or of strikingly different conformation [31] . Such analysis has also worked out for other cases [32] [34] [38] , but this approach may also harbour some intrinsic limitations: 1) it usually requires user-knowl-edge of the structure because some typical molecular views are needed to visually detect structural heterogeneity; 2) it harbours the problem of assigning a particle image to a precise group (i.e. one structural state or another) across different viewing angles (i.e. across the different lanes in Figure S1(a) ) of the object (this can be addressed in part by automatic iteration of the above-mentioned cross-validation with re-projections [31] [33]); 3) importantly, the procedure is difficult to extend to more than two different states. Previously, an independently developed bootstrapping approach has been described for estimation of 3D variance [39] [40] . Here, a related approach is described that however extends beyond variance estimation and includes direct 3D classification and structure refinement, thereby addressing most of the above mentioned issues and allowing the analysis of structural or conformational variability of 3D structures. Indeed, a conceptually very powerful approach would be a direct separation of states based on statistical analysis of 3D structures, provided that these are already available in different states. Although this sounds like a "hen-and-egg" problem, there is a potential solution: rather than including all particles into a 3D reconstruction, only sub-ensembles are used. This allows a statistical analysis and classification of 3D structures generated from random, small sub-populations of the experimental data. The method described in the following is referred to as 3D sampling and classification (3D-SC) because it is based on random resampling (selection) of sub-ensembles of object populations and their sorting into 3D classes ( Figure 1 & Figure 2 ). The 3D-SC procedure has been successfully tested with heterogeneous test data (where the composition of the mixture is known, see below; Figure 3 & Figure 4 ), it has served to process and sort the experimental data of a heterogeneous 30S ribosomal complex ( Figure 5 ) and of other structures, and it is applicable to sorting of heterogeneous biological structures in general.
Results
The procedure described herein makes use of a fundamental principle in statistical analysis according to which resampling allows estimating statistical parameters from those of sub-populations (sub-samples [41] - [43] ). Resampling (unrelated with the term "resampling" in image processing which refers to pixel size change such as coarsening) involves the selection of small subsets in statistical analysis, which, when applied to the case of 3D structures, allows describing the variability of 3D objects by resampling structures that are obtained from par-ticle sub-ensembles. The implementation within the 3D-SC procedure relies on jackknifing (selection of small subsets) and bootstrapping (see concept in Figure 1 ; this includes a random selection of small subsets, part of In an image data set, these different "structural states" would be mixed and require to be separated without a priori knowledge. Resampling allows identifying sub-populations more easily. (b) Concept of the resampling method: spheres with 3 different colours represent 3 different structures which are mixed inside a sample (big pot on the left). Selection of small subsets (jackknifing, little pots) comprises a random selection of spheres some of which can be re-selected, i.e. resampling with replacement (bootstrapping); the repeated random resampling is a Monte Carlo approach. The statistical distribution of spheres over the little pots will lead to individual compositions different from the average composition in the stock pot. (c) Histogram of the particles originating from one state within a mixed population (RNA polymerase model data set). Displayed is the number of images belonging to state 1 (the DNA-bound complex) when 50 images are selected randomly from a known mixed population containing 25% state 1 and 75% state 2 (abscissa) and their absolute occurrence (ordinate) when 10,000 such random selections are performed. The expected mean value for state 1 would be 12.5 images; however, the random selection (jackknifing/bootstrapping) produces some subsets (areas 1 and 3) that are significantly different from the average distribution (area 2), and that can be detected by 3D MSA (which is the key for particle sorting when the composition of the mixed population is not known, such as in experimental data).
which can be re-selected). Jackknifing and bootstrapping are part of resampling methods [41] - [46] . In 3D-SC, a sub-ensemble or subset of particle images is selected (jackknifing [41] ), and the images can be selected more than once (Figure 1(b) ), i.e. different subsets may contain some common or permutated images (but no re-selection within a set), which is resampling with replacement (bootstrapping [42] [43] ). The 3D-SC approach thus combines two concepts: the resampling with replacements and the usage of random sub-ensembles, the repeated random resampling being a Monte Carlo approach. The random selection of particle images from a mixed population provides a statistical distribution in which some subsets are significantly different (areas 1 and 3 in Figure 1(c) , example for a pre-defined mixture) from the average distribution (central area in Figure 1(c)) ; these sets can be classified by 3D MSA and thus allow sorting of a heterogeneous data set into more homogeneous subsets.
The 3D-SC procedure comprises 4 steps (Figure 2) and consists in the generation of 3D reconstructions from small sets of randomly selected experimental molecular views, thus providing a 3D sampling of structure subensembles; the full data set comprising all reconstructions is then analysed by 3D MSA, and similar 3D structures are clustered into different sets. Finally, the 3D-SC procedure is completed with a high-resolution refinement of the subsets (see Figure 2(b) ): 1)
Step I: numerous, but small subsets of particle images are selected randomly from the total data set, and a 3D reconstruction is calculated for each subset resulting in a large number of statistically variable 3D structures (~10 3 -10 4 ; see scheme in Figure 2 (b)).
2)
Step II: 3D MSA is performed on the large set of variable 3D reconstructions generated in Step I, and the reconstructions are clustered into distinct groups by 3D classification and hierarchical ascendant classification, resulting in 3D class averages in which similar 3D structures are merged.
3)
Step III: it consists of multi-reference alignment (MRA) of the original particle images using re-projections of the 3D class averages as references, and splitting into sets according to the best correlation with a given reference image; 3D reconstructions are calculated for the individual sets and subjected to a new round of 3D MSA and classification. 4) Step IV: it iterates Steps II and III 2 -3 times, and the number of sets is gradually reduced from several hundred 3D reconstructions to several dozens and finally to a small number of 3D sets (e.g. 4 -6, depending on the degree of variability within the sample, see below). 5)
Step V: it consists of a high-resolution structure refinement of each individual subset.
Step I of the 3D-SC procedure allows sampling the particle images and therefore-in combination with 3D reconstruction-consider multiple 3D structures (much beyond two). Steps I-IV are usually run with coarsened image data (e.g. 3 -10 Å/pixel) to speed up the computational processing, while the structure refinement of the individual particle subsets in step V uses less coarsened or uncoarsened data to preserve high frequency information and refine the structure to highest resolution. During Step I, the resampling with replacements will allow particle images to be selected several times, but placed within particle sets of different, random composition. The choice of the amount of particle images included per 3D reconstruction takes into account the following considerations: a) it should be as low as possible (ideally one, but conceivable only for some highly symmetric objects such as viruses) in order to avoid merging too many particles from different structural states; b) on the contrary, a reasonable distribution of Euler angles for a good quality 3D reconstruction can be obtained more easily when more particles are included. The requirement for a non-preferential angular distribution within the selected particles imposes a certain degree of averaging (e.g. 10 -50 particle projections per 3D in the case of the asymmetric objects analyzed in this study) in order to obtain 3D reconstructions of sufficient quality for feeding into 3D MSA (Step II). 3D reconstructions with too few particles or too many preferential views will give rise to distortion artefacts in the maps, but this is not a problem because these will be detected easily in the 3D classification step and can be excluded from further refinement. To perform 3D MSA, consecutive 2D sections of a 3D reconstruction were represented as a single rectangular image (e.g. Figure 3(a) ; see Experimental Procedures) that can be handled directly by standard 2D image processing routines.
Convergence of the 3D classification is obtained by combining MRA (which helps refining the individual structures) and 3D MSA (Step IV, iteration of Steps III and II): particle images are aligned against re-projections of all 3D class averages, split into sets according to the best correlation with a given reference, a 3D reconstruction is calculated for each set, and the 3D reconstructions from all sets together are subjected again to 3D MSA and classification (Figure 2(b) ). During Step IV the number of sets is gradually reduced from several hundred 3D reconstructions to a smaller number that describes the multiple states best. The choice of the number of final conformers/structures is not a predefined value because it depends on the variability of the sample and the The 3D reconstructions generated from random particle subset selections in step I are subjected to 3D-MSA and 3D classification (Step II), and 3D class averages are formed. These 3D reconstructions (now with an enhanced signal to noise ratio) are used as references for multi-reference alignment (MRA) and particle separation based on correlation (Step III), and 3D reconstruction obtained for each subset are subjected together to 3D MSA. Iteration of Steps III and II allows gradually reducing the number of 3D class averages (see main text). In contrast to (local) 2D MSA (see Supplementary Figure S1 ), 3D-SC comprises 3D MSA and 3D classification on 3D structures and is performed on the entire map.
degree and resolution to which differences can be resolved.
To test the robustness of the 3D-SC approach we used both model and experimental data. Heterogeneous model data containing a pre-defined mixture were derived from the crystal structure of an RNA polymerase II complex [48] in which a 25% occupancy of the DNA ligand was simulated (the ligand represents only 0.7% of the total molecular mass of the complex; see Experimental Procedures). The 3D eigen images reveal a variability located in the expected area of the model structure (Figure 3 & Figure 4 ), visible already in round one of Step II of the 3D-SC procedure. This is found in a relatively high-order 3D eigen image because of the weak difference between the +/− DNA complexes. The detection of the weak ligand signal within the large RNA polymerase complex shows that 3D MSA is very sensitive for the detection of heterogeneity. Similarly, the eigen images produced from experimental data of the 30S ribosome complex provide several locations of variability (Figure 5(a)) ; accordingly, the 3D reconstructions can be clustered into groups (3D class averages with low intra-class variance) that describe distinct structures (presence/absence and conformational variability of components of the complex; Figure 5(b) ). The low SNR of the individual 3D structures can be handled easily by 3D MSA, in fact even better than in the case of 2D MSA because the SNR of 3D structures is already much improved through the averaging of particles into the 3D reconstruction (through back-projection) compared to that of the individual input 2D images.
The variability in the structure (the 3D variance) can be addressed by statistical analysis of the subsets: the classification of classes (transition from round 2 to 3 of Step IV, e.g. the classification of 20 structures into 5 classes) provides 3D eigen images that directly illustrate and describe the 3D variability (Figure 5(a) ). Furthermore, the 3D variance maps are then used right away to classify the 3D structures and obtain 3D class averages. The direct separation of states by 3D MSA is a powerful and reliable approach as illustrated by the results obtained from the model data. 3D-SC was able to detect the weak signal of the simulated DNA density, which represents less than 1% of the total mass of the complex. For real experimental data such as ribosome complexes, ligand-induced conformational changes of the overall structure will increase the 3D variability and thus facilitate the particle sorting procedure. Applied to the data sets of a 30S translation initiation complex this procedure allowed separating different states according to their statistical three-dimensional variability; the differences indeed reside in either the composition (presence or absence of translation initiation factor IF2 for example) or the conformation of components or of the entire ribosome (Figure 5(b) ). The strength of the procedure is also illustrated by the improved resolution of each individual 3D reconstruction compared to a 3D reconstruction using all particle images as a single set, in spite of the smaller data size/particle number of each individual set as compared to the total data set.
Discussion
Compositional or conformational heterogeneity of biological samples is a major bottleneck towards their highresolution structural analysis. This is particularly true in single particle cryo-EM where experimentally recorded 2D images of physically different molecules are averaged into a 3D reconstruction, implying a structural uniqueness which is never the case if one considers the multi-scale aspects that range from large conformational changes to atomic details such as alternative side-chain conformations. Here we present a method, called 3D-SC, which allows separation of states based on MSA and classification of 3D structures, following a random resampling (jackknifing and bootstrapping) of 2D image particle subsets into 3D structures. The concept is to, rather than including all particles into a 3D reconstruction, use small particle sub-ensembles which will differ statistically and thus allow performing particle sorting through classification of 3D structures. 3D-SC allows the ab initio separation of multiple structural states within a biological sample observed by cryo-EM imaging and thus can address the intrinsic structural heterogeneity and dynamics of large, multi-component macromolecular complexes directly in 3D. It provides starting structures straight from the biological sample that can then be refined separately ( Step V of the procedure) without requiring initial reference structures. The reliability and robustness of the approach was confirmed by processing both model and experimental data, and has allowed studying the structure of the 30S initiation complex that was otherwise not amendable to structure determination because of its highly flexible and heterogeneous nature [47] . This method is now implemented in recent versions of the software suite IMAGIC-V [49] . A strength of the procedure is that full 3D maps are analysed without a priori knowledge rather than for example using pre-defined 2D or 3D areas. Moreover, the representation of 3D class averages and eigen images as rectangular 2D images is particularly convenient for displaying and comparing 3D structures and 3D eigen images (Figures 3-5) . Finally, 3D-SC is not restricted to large data sets (which one would expect to benefit from better statistics) but it works also on relatively small data sets (few hundreds to thousands of particles) because resampling with replacements (Step I of the 3D-SC procedure) will allow particle images to be selected several times within the numerous small random particle sets. Similar resampling or bootstrapping methods have been used for image processing (for example [50] [51]), in particular for the 3D local- [48] ) filtered to 10 Å resolution in which the DNA part (modelled as carbon atoms; see Experimental Procedures) was included (a) or removed (b). The density corresponding to the DNA part can be seen in the difference map between these structures (c), the sections with the density corresponding to the DNA part are marked with orange circles). Re-projections of the DNA-containing model complex (state 1) and the DNA-free model complex (state 2) were mixed 1:3 for generating a heterogeneous model data set (see Experimental Procedures). (d) 3D eigen image 46 of the first 3D MSA run (step II) reveals a variable area (in the position expected for the DNA). (e)-(g) First structures 1 (e) and 3 (f) obtained after a first run of step IV (from the 5 structures obtained, 3 were ill-defined and were therefore not kept for structure refinement); (g) Difference map between structures in (e) and (f) already shows some densities in the expected sections; (h)-(j) Structures after refinement (step V; refined in 128 pixel boxes, but scaled to 42 for displaying purposes). Structure 1 ((h), contains DNA; the structure is less well defined than structure 2 because of the model data set size which is 3x smaller) and structure 2 ((i), no signal for DNA part); (j) Difference map of the fully refined structures corresponding precisely to the area expected for the DNA part (compare with lane (c)). Figure 1 ; for clarity, only the core sections 19 -28 out of 42 sections are shown). The 3D eigen images directly highlight the 3D variability of the 30S initiation complex [47] . Variable areas are marked with orange circles; their positions correspond to regions in the structure with variable ligand occupancies (translation initiation factor IF2) or with conformational changes of the tRNA or the ribosome. (b) Surface representations of the multiple states of the 30S/IF1/IF2 initiation complex (refined structures [47] ). Densities corresponding to 30S, fMet-tRNA fMet , IF1 and IF2 are colored in orange, red, blue and green, respectively; conformational changes of the 30S subunit beak and toe area are highlighted in light green.
isation of variable areas [39] [40] but through the generation of notably fewer sub-ensembles (~100) while 3D-SC uses ~10 3 -10 4 resampled structures to sort out many states simultaneously. 3D-SC includes both bootstrapping/resampling and 3D classification, i.e. resampling is used in direct combination with 3D MSA and 3D classification of structures. Like for bootstrapping [39] , 3D variance maps are also obtained from the 3D-SC procedure which are indeed useful for the identification of high-variance regions within a structure and which can be used for defining an MSA-mask for local MSA procedures [31] [32], a strategy useful for the analysis of inter-correlated conformational changes and which has recently been taken over for the ML-based focused high-resolution refinement of structures with flexible regions [52] .
An interesting parallel between 3D-SC and normal 2D classification can be drawn in the following manner: when particle images are merged into 2D class averages, they can also be extracted from there to be re-classified, i.e. change their annotation to a given class. The statistical approach of jackknifing and resampling with replacement (bootstrapping) within the 3D-SC procedure thus allows direct re-classification by assigning particles to different subsets from which 3D reconstructions and eventually distinct 3D classes are formed. A potential limit however lies in the fact that even after some iteration of the classification (Step IV) sub-ensembles will not be entirely homogeneous due to the statistical nature of the procedure. However, the structure refinement of subsets ( Step V) that include the high frequency data contributes to converging towards better sorted subsets, which can be refined individually to high resolution, and eventually reclassified through 3D-SC to refine the assignment of particles to specific sub-ensembles. In this context, it is important to note that 3D-SC is not limited by the number of different structural states in the sample. 3D-SC therefore opens the possibility to simultaneously study many multiple states which is very interesting because within a given biological sample these stand in equilibrium with each other. Thus, sample heterogeneity turns into an advantage by providing structure ensembles that describe multiple functional states. Provided that a sufficient amount of image data is available (which is only a matter of extensive data collection), individual subsets can be refined to high-resolution structures without being much limited by the homogeneity of the biological sample. This is illustrated as well by recent ML-based classification approaches [20] [53] during which random subsets are optimized and a low-resolution average structure is used as reference, i.e. resampling is used in combination with likelihood optimization [54] . Structure sorting has major implications for high-resolution studies and enables a more detailed structure, function and dynamics analysis of large macromolecular complexes. Applications of 3D-SC include the verification of sample homogeneity as done for a nuclear receptor DNA complex [55] and the structural sorting of transcription factor TFIID [56] . The concept of 3D-SC described here and of the general bootstrapping approach have been used for the sorting of numerous sub-states [47] [57] and for the estimation of equilibrium constants between different sub-populations [58] , and for the sorting of ribosome states within poly-ribosomal samples [59] . 3D-SC may also be very powerful for the analysis of virus structures for which starting structures can in principle be determined by using a single or very few molecular views (i.e. essentially no merging in Step I), and thus different states would be easily detectable in Step II. 3D MSA could also be used for the classification of particles extracted from tomographic reconstructions, provided that the sub-tomograms have been aligned with respect to each other (in contrast to 3D-SC in which 3D reconstructions are de facto aligned because the Euler angles are defined for all particle images according to a unique coordinate system).
In the current prospect of high-resolution cryo-EM which can increasingly provide maps in the 3 Å resolution range or better at which atomic models can be built and refined like in X-ray crystallography, it will be interesting to see the role of particle sorting procedures such as 3D-SC and ML-based approaches. Typical examples of this are studies such as particle sorting of tens of sub-structures [58] or the structure determination of small sub-populations [53] . Once a general classification into major conformational populations has been obtained, 3D-SC can also be applied to subsets to search for finer differences. Eventually, fine details such as differences of side-chain conformations may become visible as for high-resolution crystal structures, with promising implications in the molecular and atomic analysis of macromolecular complex function. Beyond considerations within the electron microscopy field, the number of states in macromolecular complexes is conceptually very large; resolving these states depends only on how far structural differences can be distinguished: low-resolution/ large-scale differences of composition or conformation at the level of 1) sub-complexes; 2) protein or RNA domains as seen by medium-resolution cryo-EM; 3) side-chain conformations for high-resolution crystal and cryo-EM structures. Therefore, the number of states that can be described is mostly limited by the resolution technically achievable during data collection and processing, either by cryo-EM or X-ray crystallography. It is interesting to mention in this context that in X-ray crystallography, NMR and molecular dynamics simulations, ensemble refinements with multiple copies are commonly used to address multiple states and model the experimental data more precisely [60] [61], just as multiple structures can describe the various structural states in cryo-EM image data, which implies that multiple atomic models can be derived accordingly.
Experimental Procedures
Model data were generated from the crystal structure of the full yeast RNA polymerase II elongation complex with bound DNA (PDB code 1Y1W [48] ). Two models were generated including or excluding the DNA (when treated as C-α atoms, this represented 0.7% of the total mass of the complex, i.e. only 4 kDa within 587 kDa). The DNA part was handled as C-α atoms in order to obtain the same density as for the protein part (i.e. constant atom form factors; the purpose was to obtain a signal weaker than for normal nucleotides which contained phosphorus in order to test the sensitivity of the 3D-SC procedure). Coordinates were converted into density maps by using the IMAGIC-V software [49] with a sampling of 3 Å/pixel, and were filtered to 10 Å resolution. Model 2D image data were produced by projecting the maps along equally distributed directions with an angular sampling of 3˚ resulting in 4564 views for each set. 1000 images for the DNA-containing set and 3000 images for the empty complex were extracted randomly, normalized and covered with 10 σ Gaussian noise (final SNR = 0.1); the amount of empty complex was set to 75% in order to model typical experimental data in which ligands tended to dissociate. The two image sets were merged into a single, heterogeneous set (4000 images). A further set was generated by randomly rotating and translating these images in-plane; an average, heterogeneous structure was derived from this data set and was refined with AR and MRA following standard procedures [47] [55] [62] [63] in order to obtain a heterogeneous, initial average map. The data were coarsened 3x for Steps I-IV of the 3D-SC procedure in order to speed up the process, and un-coarsened data were used for high-resolution refinement with MRA and projection matching performed in IMAGIC-V. Before Step I, Euler angles were assigned to the projections by projection matching against re-projections of the average structure, and subsets of 50 particle images were extracted randomly (using a random number generator in IMAGIC-V with a changing seed for each set). 3D reconstructions were calculated for 10,000 random subsets with the BKPR program, a fast voxel-based back-projection algorithm [12] comprising an exact weighting scheme based on Voronoi-diagrams applicable to all point group symmetries [13] . In order to perform 3D MSA and 3D classification, the sections of the individual 3D reconstructions were converted into rectangular 2D images by changing the number of lines per image to the square of the number of pixels per line (header value 13 in IMAGIC-V). MSA and hierarchical ascendant classification of these 2D images (resulting in high inter-class variance and low intra-class variance) were done with the standard routines in IMAGIC-V. The concept of 3D-SC was now implemented in the IMAGIC-V software. In Step IV, the number of 3D class averages was reduced from initially 160 to 20 and finally 5; out of these five structures two were ill-defined (#4 and #5) because of their small data size and they were discarded, and one more (#3) did not refine well and hence was removed during the refinement process (Step V); the resulting two structures were virtually identical to the two initial model structures derived from the RNA polymerase II crystal structure (Figure 3) . Experimental data of the T. thermophilus 30S/IF1/IF2/ GTP/mRNA/ fMet-tRNA fMet complex [47] were treated by 3D-SC in the same way, with the difference that 15.000 initial particle images were used for 3D-SC before extending the data set during the high-resolution refinement to 80.285 single particle images; about 32.000/22.000/8.000/6.000/11.000 particles form sets 1 to 5, respectively; the complex that contains all components represents ~40% of the data (experimental details on the complex formation and the full structural and functional analysis of this complex were described in [47] ). The 3D reconstruction part of the 3D-SC procedure requires a data set of aligned particle images to which Euler angles have been assigned beforehand by using forward projections of the initial, low-resolution average structure as an anchor set for angular reconstitution [64] [65] or as a reference for projection matching. Computing was performed on a PC farm running under the Linux operating system; MRA jobs were run as parallel routines using MPI on the PC farm or at the IDRIS computing center.
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